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Abstra t

This paper demonstrates how a robot an
perform global lo alisation given a ri h 3D
map of an outdoor environment previously obtained via a laser range s anner and registered
olour imagery. The robot is equipped with a
panorami mirror and is able to lo alise itself
by mat hing sensory data from similar poses in
the real and yberworld. Some global lo alisation experiments are performed in a small outdoor test environment. The lo alisation is more
a urate than a onventional ivilian GPS.
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Introdu tion

Global lo alisation is the apability of estimating the position of a robot given a model of the environment and
sensor readings. Here the environment is fully known
and an be modelled oine. This problem diers from
the more re ently a tive resear h of simultaneous lo alisation and mapping, better known as SLAM [Leonard
and Durrant-Whyte, 1991℄. In SLAM, the environment
is initially unknown and the robot builds the map and
lo alises simultaneously, usually in real-time. Although
what has been a hieved from SLAM is quite impressive,
only rarely are there environments that are not known
to some extent. For the majority of appli ations where
a prior model an be obtained, global lo alisation has an
advantage. Sin e the a quisition of the prior model is not
under any real-time onstraint, it an be pro essed oine
with no restri tions on `ne tuning' of the map. Global
lo alisation an also solve the kidnapped robot problem,
where a robot is randomly pla ed in an environment and
is still able to lo alise, something not readily a hievable
with SLAM.
This paper presents work done on globally lo alising
a robot in an environment modelled by a 3D laser s anner and registered oloured imagery using a panorami
mirror as the robot's sensor. The laser s anner/ amera
produ es a very ri h and dense model represented by a

3D point loud with olour. This in itself presents a hallenge to pro ess su h a vast amount of data. The hoi e
of a vision sensor for the robot is attra tive be ause it
is relatively inexpensive, passive in operation and produ es ri h data, though requiring more pro essing than
a time-of-ight sensor like a laser or sonar. The advantage of having a panorami mirror that has a horizontal
viewing angle of 360 degree is obvious.
[Jogan and Leonardis, 1999℄ presents a vision based loalisation method using panorami images. They build
an indoor appearan e map by taking images at every
60 m. The images are then proje ted onto eigenspa e
to redu e the data. Our work follows the same on ept
of building an appearan e map by sampling the environment at various lo ations, ex ept we do it in a yberworld
reated by a laser range s anner. The images obtained
from the yberworld undergo data redu tion using Haar
wavelet de omposition. There is no real-time onstraint
pla ed on our robot. It operates in a stop go fashion,
so omputational e ien y is not a riti al issue. The
same an be said for pro essing the appearan e map as
it is done oine.
The paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 will give
a brief overview of the robot platform used. Se tion 3
will dis uss how the appearan e map is produ ed from
the point loud. Se tion 4 will des ribe apturing and
pro essing the panorami images. Se tion 5 will des ribe how the pro essed panorami images are mat hed
against the appearan e map. Se tion 6 will des ribe the
global lo alisation algorithm. Se tion 7 ontains experimental results. Se tion 8 will dis uss the experimental
results and future work needed. Finally, se tion 9 will
on lude the paper.
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Hardware

The robot platform is an ER1 robot as shown in Figure
1. It has a panorami mirror mounted on top with a
Canon Powershot S3IS digital amera. The digital amera oers more ontrol over a ommon video amera su h
as aperture, shutter speed, exposure ompensation and

higher quality images (6MP). Sin e there is no real-time
onstraint the high resolution digital amera is a suitable
hoi e, image a quisition time being approximately 1-2
se onds. The amera is remotely ontrolled via the open
sour e gphoto2 program1 .

The point loud is post pro essed by representing as
mu h of the environment using planes and texture, whi h
are more memory e ient. The plane tting was done
using RANSAC as des ribed in [Ho and Jarvis, 2007℄.
This redu ed the point loud to about 400MB (~53%
ompression over the raw point loud), 160MB allo ated
to texture and the rest being points. Our test environment onsisted a lot of vegetation that an't be tted
by planes well. This fusion of texture and point map
is then sampled at point on a every 0.25 metre spa ed
re tangular grid and 10 degrees rotation to reate the
nal appearan e map database.
3.1

Panorami

Mirror in Cyberworld

To generate the appearan e map in yberworld, an a urate simulation of the panorami mirror used by the
robot is required. The mirror has the same prole found
in [Chahl, 1998℄ with an elevation gain of 7. Figure 2
shows the mirror's parameters and o-ordinate system
used in equation 1. The polar equation des ribing this
mirror is:

Figure 1: ER1 robot platform
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r4 =

r04
cos4θa

(1)

Map A quisition

The 3D yberworld is reated using a Riegl LMS Z420i
terrestrial laser s anner and a high resolution digital
amera. This s anner has an ee tive range between
2-800 metres, 360x80 degrees eld of view. Colour information for ea h 3D point is obtained via a Nikon D100
amera mounted on top. The environment of interest
is s anned at various lo ations to build a omplete map.
The dense point loud from ea h s an are then registered
together using in-house software based on the Trimmed
Iterative Closest Point (TrICP) algorithm [Chetverikov
et al., 2002℄. Ea h s an is registered to the next nearest
s an with one s an hosen as the referen e point. Our
test environment was s anned at 5 dierent lo ations.
The registered point louds ontained over 36 million
points o upying about 850MB of disk spa e (un ompressed 32 bit oats). Given the size of the data, it is
infeasible to render a s ene at any given pose fast enough
for lo alisation using parti le lters. The frame rates
a hieved were well under 1 frame per se ond on a Nvidia
6800GT graphi s ard. For global lo alisation we need to
generate many hypothesis, whi h an be anywhere in the
100,000s. It would be impra ti al to wait over 100,000
se onds for a single update. Clearly, we need to ompress
the dense 3D map into something more manageable.
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Figure 2: Mirror's parameters and o-ordinate system
The variable r0 was found experimentally by running
a Matlab s ript that optimised this variable until it tted
the prole of the mirror. To visually onrm the a ura y of the model, the shape of the prole was printed
out on paper and ompared to the mirror. Given a geometri model of the mirror we are interested in nding
an equation to ba k proje t 3D points onto the mirror.
Finding an analyti al solution proved di ult so an approximation was used instead. This was done in simulation by proje ting rays from the amera onto the mirror

and seeing where it interse ted with the mirror and ree ted. An 8th degree polynomial was used to t a relationship between the angle of ree tion ,θb , and lo ation
(xi , yi ) where it o urs on the mirror. Figure 3 shows
the tted data for the ba k proje tion. All fun tions return x and y values relative to the apex of the mirror
not the o-ordinate system in Figure 2. Given the 2D
position on the mirror, nding the 3D position is trivial
given an angle around the opti al axis of the mirror.

Three grey verti al bars are added to represent the metal
legs of the tripod o luding the mirror.

Figure 4: Example of a panorami image in yberworld.
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Panorami

image

The panorami images are aptured at 640x480 instead
of the full 2816x2112 be ause we end up using a downsample image for image mat hing, the high resolution is
unne essary. We plan to make use of the high resolution
for a future idea that will be mentioned in the dis ussion. To unwrap the image, a linear mapping is applied
as shown graphi ally in Figure 5. The resolution of the
unwrapped image is 512x128 pixels.

Figure 5: Unwrapping a panorami image
4.1

Figure 3: Ba k proje tion equations

The panorami mirror is simulated in OpenGL using
GLSL vertex/fragment shaders2 . Figure 4 shows an example panorami image generated from the yberworld.
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HDR imaging

A ommon problem fa ed when taking panorami images
outdoor is the low dynami range of the amera. This
is parti ularly noti eable for s enes with a mix of dark
and bright regions. The sky tends to oversaturate while
areas ast with a shadow undersaturate. To produ e an
image with a larger dynami range, we adopt standard
te hniques found in high dynami range (HDR) imaging
[Debeve and Malik, 1997℄. Typi ally, multiple images of
the same s ene are taken at dierent exposure level and
ombined to produ e a single HDR image. The HDR
image range ex eeds that of a standard monitor display
and requires tone mapping to ompress it for displaying
purposes.
For our appli ation, only two images are required. One
at -2EV and the other at +2EV. This is adequate in highlighting very bright and dark areas. We use the open
sour e program qtpfsgui3 with the Reinhard02 [Reinhard, 2002℄ tone mapping operator to reate the HDR
images. The program was modied to run on the ommand line. An example is shown in Figure 6. This HDR
operation takes between 1-3 se onds.
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The signature is the quantised set of 64x16 oe ients,
whi h is a ve tor of 1024 in length. The signature an
be thought of as en oding light to dark and dark to light
intensity transition at dierent resolutions. The rst oe ient in the signature is the average intensity of the
entire image (not used but kept anyway). This signature
an be e iently stored as an array of 1-bit values sin e
the oe ients are quantised to two levels. Ea h signature takes up 128 bytes. Our database of over 100,000
poses totals to about 15MB. To measure the similarity
between a query and target image, Algorithm 3 is used.

+

=

Algorithm 3 Similarity measure
1: pro edure GetWeight(query : array[64℄[16℄, tar2:
3:
4:

Figure 6: HDR panorami image. Top is taken at -2EV,
middle at +2EV, and bottom is the nal HDR image

5:

Algorithm 1 Haar Wavelet de omposition in 1D
1: pro edure De
√ ompose(A : array[0..h-1℄)

7:

2:

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
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A←A/

h

while h > 1 do
for i ← 0 to h − 1 do

6:
8:
9:

end for

A ←A'

end while
end pro edure

histogram[bin] +

end for
end for Q

score =

i

10:

√
A′ [i] ← (A[2i℄ + A[2i+1℄) / h√
A′ [h + i] ← (A[2i℄ - A[2i+1℄) / h

get : array[64℄[16℄)
for y = 0 to 15 do
for x = 0 to 63 do
bin = GetLevel(x, y)
histogram[bin] ←
(query[x][y] = target[x][y])

sigmoid(bi + wi × histogram[i])

return score

end pro edure

The wavelet oe ients are grouped into 5 bins by
GetLevel, whi h returns the resolution level of the oef ient at (x,y). This is the same weighting s heme used
in [Zhuang and Ouhyoung, 1997℄. A graphi al representation is shown in Figure 7. Ea h olour represents a
spatial bin at that parti ular level and are numbered on
the top.

Image mat hing

A multi-resolution Haar wavelet approa h based on [Jaobs et al., 1995℄ was applied to reate a signature ve tor
for ea h pose in the database. The pseudo ode for the
Haar wavelet de omposition in 1D is given in Algorithm
1. To de ompose a 2D image, the rows are de omposed
rst then the olumns. Haar wavelets are very fast to
ompute and simple to implement.
Our approa h for reating the signature is as follows:
Figure 7: Wavelet oe ient weighting s heme

Algorithm 2 Wavelet signature
1. Downsample
panorami )

image

to

512x128

(unwrapped

2. Convert image to grey s ale
3. Perform a 2D Haar wavelet de omposition
4. Keep the rst 64x16 oe ients
5. Quantise oe ients to [-1,1℄ (negative, positive)

The weights and bias value were found by using logisti
regression from a set of ground truth training data. The
training set onsisted of 996 images lassied into two
lasses, mat h and mismat h. The mat h data set onsisted of 6 images at known poses. While the mismat h
were images randomly hosen from the appearan e map

that were at least 5 metres away from the 6 images. We
found that treating ea h histogram bin independently as
an individual probability produ ed better dis rimination
in omparison to doing
!
X
wi × histogram[i]
score = sigmoid b +
i

The weights used are summarised in Table 1.
Level
0
1
2
3
4

Bias (bi )
-6.153
-8.131
-13.175
-15.332
-38.797

Weight (wi )
0.371
0.407
0.284
0.096
0.080

εr = N (µ = −0.005, σ = 0.045)

(3)

εθ = ∆θ + εr ∆θ
(4)
εt and εr are the translation and rotation error respe tively. N is a Gaussian fun tion with mean µ and
standard deviation σ . ∆θ and ∆t are relative rotation
and translation the robot has performed and (xi , yi , θi )
are absolute position and orientation.

 

xi+1
xi + (∆t + εt ∆t) cos (θi + εθ )
X̄i+1 =  yi+1  =  yi + (∆t + εt ∆t) sin (θi + εθ ) 
θi+1
θi + ε θ
(5)
The pose is estimated using the weighted mean:

Table 1: Weights used

X̄ =

X

Xi wi

(6)

i
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Global Lo alisation

Although, given a panorami image, we ould simply
perform a database lookup and nd an estimated pose
from the best s oring image, this would not be very robust, parti ularly for a large database. Sin e we have
a mobile platform, ontinuity is exploited by mat hing
a sequen e of images instead. For this, a parti le lter is employed to perform global lo alisation [Thrun et
al., 2001; Rekleitis, 2004℄. 100,000 parti les were initialised uniformly a ross the map. Areas with obsta les
that the robot an't physi ally move to are automatially dete ted based on height thresholding of the point
loud. For ea h movement of the robot an update was
performed. Updating 100,000 parti les takes about 5
se onds on a Pentium M 1.8Ghz. A summary of the
algorithm used is given:

Algorithm 4 Global lo alisation using parti le lter
begin loop

1. move robot
2. apply motion model to parti les
3. apture panorami image
4. update parti les' weight using GetWeight
5. resample parti les
end loop
A Gaussian noise model for wheel odometry was used
for the motion model and was obtained empiri ally. The
noise is a per entage of the total distan e the robot has
moved or rotated.
εt

=

N (µ = −0.043, σ = 0.015)

(2)

Alternative estimations are the best parti le and robust mean. The best parti le is the parti le with the
highest weight. One disadvantage of hoosing the best
parti le is that it introdu es dis retisation errors. The
robust mean does a weighted mean in a small window
around the best parti le. It has the advantage of sele ting the mode of distribution (for multimodal distribution) and redu es dis retisation error. However, if the
parti les have onverged tightly then the weighted mean
and robust mean produ e results with insigni ant numeri al dieren e.
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Experimental Results

The robot is pla ed at a random lo ation and programmed to move in a straight line for 6 metres, updating every metre, with the ex eption of experiment 2
that ran for 8 metres. The position where it stopped
is re orded by using a tape measure relative to natural landmarks in the environment as referen e points.
This experiment was performed 6 times at various lo ations. It is important to point out that this not a kidnap
robot experiment whi h is something to be implemented
in future work. The parti le lter algorithm is manually
reset every time the robot is randomly displa ed. Figure
8 shows the parti les for experiments 1 at ea h update
stages, with the image from the panorami mirror shown
on the bottom right. As observed, the parti les onverge
qui kly.
To determine the error in lo alisation, we ran the
global lo alisation 50 times sin e the parti le lter is
based on random sampling, hen e the out ome will always be slightly dierent. For every run, the estimated
pose is ompared to the re orded ground truth using
Eu lidean distan e. The distan e from the ground truth
and estimated position is dened as the error. The errors are aggregated and the mean al ulated for ea h

experiment. Table 2 summarises the results for all the
experiments. Figure 9 shows all the ground truth lo ation for all experiments.
Experiment no.
1
2 (8 metres)
3
4
5
6
Experiment no.
1
2 (8 metres)
3
4
5
6

True (x,y,θ)
(2.8, 0.8, 18◦ )
(-6.5, -1.2, −77◦ )
(-7.0, 1.1, −70◦ )
(0.3, -0.8, 8◦ )
(9.0, 2.8, 22◦ )
(-10.0, 4.1, 130◦)
Est θ
18◦ ± 2◦
−74◦ ± 5◦
−76◦ ± 6◦
10◦ ± 2◦
29◦ ± 7◦
129◦ ± 2◦

Est (x,y)
(2.5, 0.8)±0.3
(-6.3, 0)±1.2
(-6.3, 1.5)±0.8
(-0.8, -0.7)±1.1
(8.1, 2.6)±0.9
(-9.5, 2.7)±1.5

Table 2: Summary of global lo alisation experiments.
All values are expressed in metres.
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Dis ussion

The parti les onverge rapidly towards the true position
for all experiments. The error in lo alisation is, however,
not small enough to navigate narrow paths reliably yet.
This an be improved by fusing the robot with a lose
range sensor to dete t obsta les and augment the partile lter. Despite that, the lo alisation is more a urate
than a onventional ivilian GPS, whi h an have un ertainties anywhere in the 10s of metres. Currently, we are
extending the environment by adding more laser s ans
and in reasing the environment size.
One of the major disadvantage of the appearan e map
method is that it disregards the 3D information from the
point loud. The point loud is a pre ise metri model
and it would be a waste to not exploit it. At the moment, we are investigating ways of in orporating the 3D
information. One idea is to do feature mat hing a ross
the panorami image and the appearan e map. For ea h
pixel in the appearan e map it an be tra ed ba k to
a 3D point. Given a list of 3D points and their 2D
orresponden e it is possible to perform a triangulation,
treating ea h mat hed pixel like a stati bea on. This
is where the high resolution images have an advantage.
The high resolution allows more features to be dete ted
while at the same time providing higher orresponden e
a ura y, assuming the appearan e map is also high resolution. Another idea is to extra t 3D information from
the sequen e of images as the robot moves. Mat hing
in 3D spa e should be more robust but likely be more
omplex.

O lusion and lighting onditions have not been onsidered and is something for future work. The wavelet
signature has the potential to handle o lusion be ause
it is made up of lo al spatial information at various resolutions. An o luded region would only introdu e a
bad mat h for that area only. The signature, in theory, is inherently robust to global illumination sin e it
only onsiders dark to light and light to dark intensity
transition. An image undergoing onstant hange in illumination would still have the same signature ex ept for
the rst oe ient, whi h we don't use anyway.
One advantage of the the appearan e map method is
its generality. It an be extended to higher dimensions
if omputational e ien y is not an issue. One ould
even extend the lo alisation to 3D spa e, su h as with a
heli opter robot.
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Con lusion

We have presented a global lo alisation method based on
appearan e maps generated from a laser range s anner.
The lo alisation is more a urate than a onventional
ivilian GPS but less a urate than using a dire t sensor
su h a laser. Although we have not exploited any 3D
information from the point loud it is something that we
are investigating. Nevertheless, we have a hieved su essful results when working in 2D spa e only and an
expe t the a ura y to be further improved if fused with
3D information.
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(a) Initial update

(b) Moved 1 metre forward

( ) Moved 1 metre forward

(d) Moved 1 metre forward

(e) Moved 1 metre forward

(f) Moved 1 metre forward

Figure 8: Results for experiment 1.

Figure 9: Ground truth and estimated position for all 6 experiments.

